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Comments on Memorandum of Agreement between NE Department of Natural

Resources and the Bostwick Irrigation District

WHEREAS the State desires to purchase and/or lease the use of the Districts

Water Supply for the calendar year 2006

Recommend inserting the following statement within the sentence for use

only on osswick Division project lands

Paragraph IL

Water Supply defined as .January 2006 estimate of available supply which is

approximately 10118 acre feet AF or actual June2006 estimate of available supply

for water storage use during the 2006 Irrigation Season for use by the District as

hereinafter defined whichever is greater..

Needs clarification June estimate could be less than January estimate if the

actual storage above elevation 1927.00 is less than what is needed to supply

the January estimate Recommend referencing the June estimate and stating

the estimate in January is 10118 AF The statement of which ever is greater

could become confusing

Remove or clarify last sentence Natural flows are splitbased on the existing

agreement and accounting procedures

Paragraph II

Irrigation Season.. commencement of water deliveries at Superior-Courtland

Diversion Dam

Definition of last delivery

Beginning of Irrigation Season as written is confusing Natural flows are

already being diverted into Courtiand Canal for the purpose of refilling

Lovewell The season could also end in August but diversions may continue for

the refilling of Lovewell

Paragraph HI

May need to clarify what supply is being relinquished Paragraph II.A

references 10118 AF Will supply include any storage supply that could

become available after June Is it available supply as determined in June

Paragraph IV



Remove to its water users from the end of the sentence

Clarify what is expected from Reclamation as related to the calculation of the

OM charges Reclamation will cohtinue using actual diversions in the 1-ICL

OM computations as indicated in the Districts OM Agreement If some

other calculations are needed please indicate

Paragraph

Remove as per the Consensus Plan from third sentence The Consenus Plan

does not address releases to Kansas Bostwick

Paragraph

Replace Consensus Plan in the second paragraph with existing agreements and

contracts between the Bureau District and Kansas Bostwick
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Comments on Memorandum of Agreement between NE Department of Natural

Resources and the Bostwick Irrigation District

WHEREAS the State desires to purchase and/or lease the use of the Districts

Water Supply for the calendar year 2006

Recommend inserting the following statement within the sentence for use

only on Bostwick Division project lands

Paragraph II

as .January 2006 estimate of available supply which is rly
approximately 10118 acre feet AF or actual June2006 estimate of available supply

for water storage use during the 2006 Irrigation Season for use by the District as _j

Needs clarification June estimate be less than January estimate if the

actual storage above elevatio 1927.00 less than what is needed to supply
the January estimate Recommend referencing the June estimate and stating

the estimate in January is 10118 AF The statement of which ever is greater

could become confusing

Remove or clarify last sentence

Paragraph II

Irrigation Season.. commencement of water deliveries at Superior-Courtland

Diversion Dam

Beginning of Irrigation Season as written is confusing Natural flows are

already being diverted into Courtland Canal for the purpose of refilling

Lovewell The season could also end in August but diversions may continue for

the refilling of Lovewell

Paragraph III
___

May need to clarify what supply is being relinquished Paragraph I1.A

references 10118 AF Will supply include any storage supply that could

become available after June Is it available supply as determined in June

Water Supply defined

hereinafter defined whichever is greater.
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Definition of last delivery
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Paragraph IV



Remove to its water users from the end of the sentence

Clarify what is expected from Reclamation as related to the calculation of the

OM charges Reclamation will continue using actual diversions in the HCL

OM computations as indicated in the Districts OM Agreement If some /-
other calculations are needed please indicate 1TTer

Paragraph

Remove as per the Consensus Plan from thirntn The Consenus Plan

does not address releases to Kansas BostwiEkE

Paragraph

Replace Co stin the second paragraph with existing agreements and

contracts between the Bureau District and Kansas Bostwick


